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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As described numerous times.

The Lady:

Very attractive, early 20s, bottle blonde, slim build, olive complexion, average height, beautifully
shaped medium-large sized breasts, fully shaved between the legs, reportedly Eastern European
but in appearance can also pass for middle eastern.  

The Story:

I can vouch that every word of the following extract from Dallas's bio on HoD's website is true:

"A spectacular girl with spectacular breasts, sun kissed skin and a gorgeous face with eyes that will
melt you the minute she smiles at you when you walk through the door...."

Dallas walked into the room and broke the ice by immediately embracing me and planting small
kisses all over my face and neck. From experience, the action normally morphs into fk/dfk at this
stage but she made it clear that kissing with tongues wasn't a service she offered. In fact neither gfe
nor kissing was not mentioned at all on her HoD profile at the time of our encounter so it was only
right and proper that I respected her boundaries once she expressly brought these to my attention.
Other services that she indicated that she didn't provide were cim and fingers inside boundaries for
which were also respected.

Dallas seemed determined to make up for the absence of french kissing by seeking to optimise my
enjoyment as much as possible. The highlights for me were her:

1) planting little kisses all over my body culminating in the most exquisite owo which extended to my
scrotum;
2) maintaining constant eye contact and behaving as if I was the most important thing in her life
throughout the duration of our time together; and
3) proactively performing frottage concentrating on the middle part of my anatomy.
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With my arousal levels on overdrive, I couldn't get enough and wanted to extend the booking but
sadly she had another immediately after.

As time was running out, I asked to finish which she did skilfully and she cleaned me up afterwards.
All in all, a lovely way to spend half an hour.  
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